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Abstract
Recent experiments [1, 2] at the Experimental Storage

Ring (ESR) at GSI have shown that relativistic Li-like C3+

ion beams can be cooled to an unprecedented momen-
tum spread of ∆p/p ≈ 10−7 using a single-frequency
laser tuned to the Doppler-shifted 2S1/2 → 2P1/2 and
2S1/2 → 2P3/2 atomic transitions.
Although these results encourage the application of laser
cooling to beams of other Li-like and Na-like ions at even
higher energies as will be available at future storage rings
at FAIR (Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research), two
major concepts have to be demonstrated experimentally:
First, efficient laser cooling of ion beams with large ini-
tial momentum spread, thus avoiding additional electron
cooling to match the large momentum spread to the usu-
ally small momentum acceptance of the laser force. Sec-
ond, all-optical measurements of the relevant beam param-
eters, thus overcoming the limited resolution of standard
storage ring detectors such as the Schottky pickup elec-
trode at ultra-low momentum spreads. The aim of this pa-
per is to discuss the technical realization of these concepts
as planned for an upcoming beam time at ESR.

PROSPECTS OF LASER COOLING ION
BEAMS AT RELATIVISTIC ENERGIES
Future ion storage ring facilities such as FAIR will pro-

vide access to ultra-high energy beams of stable and rare
ions for fundamental research. Many of the experiments
planned at these facilities, such as in-ring mass spectrom-
etry of short-lived rare nuclei, tests of strong-field quan-
tum electrodynamics with highly-charged ions or in-beam
x-ray spectroscopy of atomic transitions in heavy nuclei
will greatly benefit from ion beams with ultra-low momen-
tum spread. When considering relativistic ions at energies
of several hundred MeV/u to GeV/u, however, cooling the
ion beams to a momentum spread ∆p/p below 10−4 using
electron cooling suffers from the fact that the energy trans-
fer in Coulomb collisions between electrons and ions de-
pends on their relative velocity vrel as1 dEecool/ds ∝ v−2

rel

[3]. At highly relativistic energies, efficient electron cool-
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1Here and in the following text we omit the energy dependence of the

Coulomb logarithm for the sake of simplicity.

ing thus requires the use of electron beams of several hun-
dred mA and energies of several MeV [4, 5] - therefore
electron cooling has been proposed only for the FAIR
New Experimental Storage Ring (NESR) and High En-
ergy Storage Ring (HESR) and not for the Schwerionen-
Synchrotron SIS100/300.
With laser cooling of ion beams in storage rings, the situa-
tion changes drastically. For increasing beam energy the
laser cooling force increases both due to the relativistic
Doppler shift as well as the properties of the atomic cool-
ing transition of the ion of interest [6, 7]. Unlike to the
laser cooling of ions in traps, which is limited to a few ion
species due to the lack of suitable laser sources, tuning the
laser frequency ωl in the laboratory frame to the cooling
transition frequency in the rest frame ωr = (1+β)γωl, β =
vbeam/c via a change in beam energy γ provides for laser
cooling of a variety of Li-like and Na-like ions using a sin-
gle laser system [8]. The saturation of cooling transitions
exploiting this relativistic Doppler frequency shift allows
for precision spectroscopy for a wide range of wavelengths
up to the x-ray spectrum [7, 9, 10].

CHALLENGES OF LASER COOLING ION
BEAMS AT RELATIVISTIC ENERGIES

Besides the benefits of laser cooling ion beams, recent
results [1, 11] indicate several challenges when considering
laser cooling to be applied at future high energy storage
rings2:

1. Laser cooling is efficient only along the direction of
the propagation of the laser beam.

2. Thus, additional coupling between the longitudinal
motion of the ions along the beam axis to their trans-
verse betatron motion is required to efficiently cool all
three degrees of freedom of the ion motion.

3. At previous beam times at ESR, initial moderate elec-
tron cooling of the beam was required to yield enough
fluorescence for optical detection, although laser cool-
ing proved to be efficient.

2For an in-depth discussion see [8]
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4. The momentum acceptance of the laser force is usu-
ally orders of magnitude smaller than the initial mo-
mentum spread of the ion beam.

5. At high ion currents intra-beam scattering counter-
acts the laser force and close encounters of ions in
the beam can force ions outside the momentum ac-
ceptance of the laser force.

6. Consequently, at previous experiments, the laser force
could only counteract intra-beam scattering when the
ion beam current was about 10 µA.

7. At low currents, when the transition to the space
charge dominated regime occurs, all ion charge based
detection devices such as the beam profile monitor or
the Schottky pickup electrode are close to or reach
their resolution limit.

Although items 1 and 2 have been addressed both in exper-
iment [12, 13] and in theoretical works [14], up to now,
no feasible approach to three-dimensional laser cooling
at highly relativistic energies has been demonstrated. In
the following, we will thus focus on the experimental ap-
proach towards all-optical beam cooling and characteriza-
tion planned for the upcoming ESR beam time, thereby
concentrating on items 3 to 7 in detail.

INCREASING THE MOMENTUM
ACCEPTANCE OF THE LASER FORCE
AND COUNTERACTING INTRA-BEAM

SCATTERING
At previous ESR beam times, detuning the bunching fre-

quency relative to the frequency of a single-mode single-
frequency Ar+ ion laser [15] has been used to subse-
quently address all ions in the phase space of the bucket [9].
This required a stepwise change of the bunching frequency
which at each step caused a replacement of the bucket cen-
ter in momentum space relative to the mean momentum of
the ions and thus lead to an oscillation of the ion bunch in
the bucket [2].
We will follow a two-stage approach to enhance the laser
force acceptance. Firstly, we will replace the Ar+ ion laser
by a single-frequency diode laser system that will allow for
scanning the laser frequency over a broad range without
mode hopping.. The scanning range can be estimated by
∆fl = (c/λl)×∆pb/pb and one finds with λl = 514 nm
∆fl ≈ 12 GHz. Recently, a solid-state laser system has
been introduced which is based on an external-cavity diode
laser for which both the grating position and diode current
are simultaneously controlled to avoid mode-hopping dur-
ing frequency-tuning [16], providing several ten GHz of
tuning range [16]. Such a system will require two times
the doubling of the laser frequency via second harmonic
generation. This in turn leads to a reduction in laser beam
power. For laser cooling to become efficient one needs
a laser intensity equal or greater than the saturation in-
tensity Isat = πchΓ/(3λ3

0) ≈ 1.475 Wcm−2 for the

2S1/2 → 2P3/2 transition in C3+ at λ0 = 154.81 nm.
This can be easily achieved using fiber amplifiers which
deliver multi-Watt narrow line width output [17, 18].
In the future, simultaneous cooling of all ions in the bucket
could be achieved using a pulsed laser system in addition to
the continuous wave laser tuned close to the cooling transi-
tion [19]. The spectral bandwidth ∆λbw of the pulsed laser
should be large enough to address about half of the mo-
mentum acceptance of the bucket, giving ∆fbw = 6 GHz.
For a Gaussian-shaped pulse this results in a pulse dura-
tion of τl = 0.44/∆fbw ≈ 73 ps. With a laser beam
radius rbeam = 1 mm matching the ion beam radius
the required cooling power to saturate the cooling tran-
sition with a single-frequency laser can be estimated to3

Psat = Isat × (πr2
beam) ≈ 47 mW. However, to saturate

the transition with a pulsed laser, the spectral density of the
pulse must be at least Isat/Γ. Since the spectral bandwidth
of the pulse must be at least 6 GHz, we find a minimum
pulse intensity of Ipulse = Isat∆fbw/Γ ≈ 34 Wcm−2.
This is a very moderate intensity. The required pulse inten-
sity is in our case thus not determined by the atomic transi-
tion but instead by the requirement for doubling the center
frequency of the pulse twice. For efficient second harmonic
generation at a beam radius4 of 100 µm we estimate a min-
imum pulse energy of about 50 µJ following [20] which
gives a conversion efficiency of about 15 %, this means that
for the second SHG stage focusing to a beam radius of 30
to 40 µm is required. At optimum, the repetition rate of the
laser will be of the same order of the revolution frequency
to achieve permanent temporal overlap. From these con-
siderations the ideal laser system would be a 50 ps, 50 µJ
laser system with a repetition rate of 1 MHz. This leads to a
peak power of 1 MW and an average power of 50 W. Such
systems are in reach of current technology [21], and, most
importantly, can be built using fibre amplifier technology
[22] as will be used for the scanning laser setup.

OPTIMIZING THE FLUORESCENCE
DETECTION SYSTEM

At previous laser cooling beam times at ESR the only
optical window which allowed for transmission of the flu-
orescence light at 154 nm was placed in a dedicated, field-
free cavity section of the ring. Initial moderate electron
cooling was required to detect fluorescence light using a
VUV photomultiplier (VUV-PM) that was placed outside
the beam tube with viewing direction perpendicular to the
beam pipe. The fluorescence light was transmitted through
a MgF2 viewport attached to the experimental section of
the ESR as shown in 1. High fluorescence yields can only
be expected at small momentum spread when most ions in
the beam can absorb the laser photons [23]. A variety of ef-

3Please note that this is the power required at a central wavelength of
257 nm.

4In the following the laser beam radius is decreased to lower the con-
straints on the pulsed laser system¡ without sacrificing cooling efficiency
at low momentum spread.
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Figure 1: Left: Overview of the Experimental Storage Ring ESR at GSI. Ions are injected in the upper right part, revolving
clockwise. The electron cooler system is found on the right, while the field-free experimental section is found opposite
to the electron cooler on the left. Also shown are the two main diagnostic systems, the beam profile monitor (BPM,
upper left) for measuring the beam width and the Schottky pickup electrode (field free section, left) for measuring the
momentum spectrum of the ion beam. The parameters used for the 2004 and 2006 ESR experiments on laser cooling C3+

ion beams are listed in the table located on the right of the ESR overview. Upper right: Picture of the drift tube cavity
after it has been dismantled in 2009. One can see the reflecting mirrors on the bottom of the tube opposite to the viewport
windows, where a schematic drawing of a photomultiplier (PMT) that can be lowered into the tube using a motor-driven
linear vacuum feedthrough has been added. The laser beam is indicated in green. Lower right: Detailed view of the
field-free experimental section. A second PMT is added to the setup. Please note that the final position of the PMT has
not yet been determined. Also shown are the scrapers that allow for the off-line positioning of the laser beam relative to
the ion beam orbit. The laser beam line includes a newly developed Piezo-driven laser beam stabilization as well as a new
beam alignment setup which will be used to optimize the overlap between laser beam and ion beam and to measure the
ion beam width as explained in the text. A telescope can be put into the optical path, allowing for stronger focusing at
small ion beam diameters. In the lower part, the overlap of the single-frequency laser and the broadband laser with the
ion momentum distribution is indicated schematically.

fects can limit the fluorescence rate observed, most of them
are related to the geometrical acceptance of the detector as
well as relativistic effects, see [24] for an exhaustive dis-
cussion. These limitations can be overcome by installing
an in-vacuum detector system which can be moved close
to the ion beam.
A serious limitation to the fluorescence yield observed in
the last two beam times was caused by using a single pho-
tomultiplier instead of at least two. With a single photo-
multiplier, only off-line alignment of ion beam and laser
beam is possible, using the ESR beam scrapers as mark-
ers for the ion beam orbit to center the laser beam inside
the beam tube. A second MgF2 viewport will be added to
the ESR beam line. This will make online beam overlap
optimization possible by measuring the intensity of the flu-
orescence light detected at two different places along the
region of overlap between ion and laser beam. In addition,
we plan to add a motor-driven linear vacuum feedthrough

to the ESR beam tube. It will allow to move the photomul-
tiplier close to the beam in order to increase the collection
efficiency of the detector. Such a setup will require to add
shielding to the detector that blocks stray light from the
laser which otherwise would lead to unwanted background
light seen by the detector.

OPTICAL DIAGNOSTIC OF LASER
COOLED ION BEAM PROPERTIES

In the following we will discuss new diagnostic methods
to determine the beam properties of laser-cooled ion
beams. Since a high fluorescence yield is only to be ex-
pected at small momentum spread, the methods listed here
cannot replace the standard beam diagnostics available at
ESR. They should rather be seen as an extension of the
existing diagnostic tools for precision measurements with
ultra-cold ion beams interacting with laser light.
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When considering laser cooled ion beams, very low mo-
mentum spreads severely limit the use of Schottky pickup
measurements of the momentum spread. At ESR, the
Schottky signal power decreases by orders of magnitude
for momentum spreads below ∆p/p < 10−6, while the
momentum resolution is essentially limited by the length
of the Schottky pickup electrode to about ∆p/p < 10−6

[11]. The transition of the beam dynamics from the intra-
beam scattering dominated regime to the space-charge
dominated regime has, yet, only been observed for low
beam currents on the order of 10 µA and below, since only
at low ion currents the laser force was able to counteract
intra-beam scattering. At such low beam currents however,
the transverse beam size cannot be determined with great
accuracy.

With the new diagnostics setup, beam width, bunch length
and longitudinal momentum spread can be determined
using all-optical techniques. Beam width measurements
require precise alignment of laser and ion beam. With a
new mirror setup using motor-driven translation stages,
we will be able to not only align the laser beam using
the fast, Piezo-driven beam stabilization system used in
previous beam times, but can control the horizontal laser
beam position on the complete interaction length, thus
being able to scan over the horizontal ion beam profile.
During a fast scan of the horizontal displacement ∆xradial

of the laser beam relative to the ion beam the fluorescence
signal rate Rfluo(∆xradial) ∝ exp(−∆x2

radial/2σ
2
radial)

can be recorded. From this measurement one can deduce
the radial ion density beam profile and thus the beam width
σradial.

The method of optical bunch length measurement
used at the PALLAS storage ring [25] can be almost
directly transferred to the ESR. At PALLAS, the bunch-
ing frequency is used as a trigger to start a multi-hit
time-to-digital converter (TDC). The TTL-converted
photomultiplier signal is used as a stop signal. The
probability Pfluo(τdelay) to detect a photon after a certain
delay time τdelay is proportional to the axial local ion
bunch density naxial(z). By choosing the phase relative
to the bunching frequency one can deduce the axial ion
density naxial(β × τdelay) ∝ Pfluo(τdelay).

Optical measurements of the momentum spread have
already been tested in the 2004 ESR beam time [9]. A
fast voltage ramp is applied to the drift tube electrodes,
locally changing the ion momentum inside the drift tube.
In order to scan the distribution, one finds for the scan
range Uscan > ∆p/p × Ebeam/e. For the C3+ beam
energy of Ebeam = 1.47 GeV we find a fast voltage
supply with a scanning range of -5 kV to +5 kV suitable
for cold beams with ∆p/p ≤ 7 × 10−6. The time for one
complete ramping cycle should be fast enough to not alter
the velocity distribution by the laser force. The scanning
time thus has to be smaller than the cooling time estimated

by

τcool =
∆p

p
× βh̄ωr

mC3+c2
× 2

Γ
.

When taking into account the length of the interaction
region between laser and ion beam, incomplete saturation
and the ratio of the Doppler-broadened saturation transition
line width to the laser line width, cooling times of 20 ms
could be reached at ESR. This means, the voltage ramp
should be scanned in about 1 ms while simultaneously
recording the fluorescence rate. With a scanning single-
frequency laser system as described above, changing
the laser frequency rather than changing the local beam
velocity will give the same effect. Fast, mode-hop free
scanning of the laser frequency on the order of 1 GHz/ms
is in reach with modern laser systems, which would allow
to resolve much larger momentum spreads.

As discussed, slow scanning of the laser frequency
alters the velocity distribution. When the beam is very
cold, this effect can be used to probe for the phase
transition to the crystalline state as shown in [26]. At
first, the laser frequency is detuned far from the cooling
transition frequency and then constantly scanned towards
the transition frequency. The fluorescence rate grows with
decreasing detuning. If beam crystallization occurs, the
fluorescence rate shortly decreases before sharply rising to
its maximum. This short decrease is caused by a sudden
decrease in ion velocity spread due to the crystallization.
At small detuning, almost all ions are then out of reso-
nance with the laser. With further reduction of the detuning
all ions come in resonance with the laser, leading to a
sharp increase in the fluorescence. For bunched beams,
fluorescence peaks are observed for each harmonic h of
the revolution frequency [27], but the general evolution
of the fluorescence rate with detuning is universal and an
unambiguous proof for beam crystallization.
Beam ordering can be detected without having to resort to
optical methods [28, 29, 30], but long-range correlations as
expected in beam crystallization cannot be easily resolved
by Schottky measurements [31]. The situation changes
if the interaction of ions with laser light is considered
[32]. In the following we briefly discuss using the TDC
setup mentioned before to measure the longitudinal ion
dynamics. As in the case of the optical bunch length
measurement, the TDC is used to record multiple photo-
multiplier signals. The temporal distribution of signals
is then Fourier-transformed using a fast FFT algorithm
to acquire the spectral distribution of the photomultiplier
signals. This spectral distribution is directly related to the
momentum distribution of the ions.
For the case of a crystalline coasting beam withN particles
in which the particles are arranged in a string-like pattern,
one would observe a strong peak in the Schottky spectrum
at the h = N harmonic of the revolution frequency. Even
with very dilute beams of N = 103 ions this would lead to
a frequency in the GHz range, which cannot be resolved
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by the Schottky pickup electrode. Using a fast photo-
multiplier with ns rise time and a TDC with sub-100 ps
time resolution, high-frequency components in the signal
spectrum up to GHz could be measured directly. Such a
measurement would demand high fluorescence rates even
at very low beam currents and thus does not seem feasible.
However, due to the high temporal resolution of the optical
detection, the transition to an ordered state could be re-
solved without ambiguity even for high ion beam currents.
This is due to the fact that unlike in an ordinary Schottky
measurement, the signal power does not decrease with
decreasing momentum spread. In fact, the fluorescence
signal is expected to rise at smaller momentum spread. The
optical measurement of the momentum spectrum of the
ion beam is thus complementary to the standard Schottky
measurement.

SUMMARY
In the upcoming ESR beam time we will focus on replac-

ing the scanning of the bunching frequency by scanning the
laser frequency over a range of several GHz. Recent devel-
opments in diode laser technology make it possible to scan
large frequency ranges without any mode hopping. Com-
bining such a system with a pulsed broadband laser will
enable us to address the complete phase space volume of
the ion beam simultaneously without the need for initial
electron cooling.
Optical detection systems to measure bunch width, length,
momentum spread and momentum spectrum will comple-
ment the existing beam diagnostics at ESR and expand the
resolution limits that have constrained precision measure-
ments of the properties of ultracold ion beams in the past.
With the fast scanning laser system an unambiguous deter-
mination of the phase transition from a liquid-like space-
charge dominated beam to a crystalline state will be avail-
able.
This work is partially supported by GSI FuE Laserkühlen
DRSCHR, Helmholtz VH-NG 148 and BMBF within the
framework of of the research program ’Hadronen- und
Kernphysik’.
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